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The Young leaders in Energy & Sustainability Europe network is the first and only 

youth-led organization that brings together energy engineering, policy, business, and law 

students from top European universities with a 800+ network of young energy 

enthusiasts. Our goal is connecting future energy leaders now. We believe this can only 

be done by promoting the direct, personal interaction for exchanging ideas and forging 

lasting bonds. 

The 2018 YES-Europe Annual Conference in partnership with the TU Madrid, School of 

Mining and Energy will be held in Madrid March 16-17, 2018. Pushing off from our 

successful conferences in 2016 and 2017, this year, we anticipate an attendance of over 

100 students and young professionals hailing from over 12 countries. The conference 

theme is: Driving Innovation across the European Energy Industry, and the event 

blends together enriching presentations from industry guests, academics, entrepreneurs, 

and policy-makers, a business simulation game, and plenty of networking opportunities. 

We look forward to brainstorming on how to drive innovation across the European 

energy industry with all of the right players in the room, from energy students and young 

professionals to the largest incumbent firms and governments.

We want to thank the TU Madrid, School of Mining and Energy Student Union for their 

enthusiasm in hosting the 2018 YES-Europe Annual Conference. 

The YES-Europe Strategy Team

Editorial from YES-Europe
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In early 2016, a group of enthusiastic students at EPFL (Switzerland) reached out to their 
fellow peers across Europe and proposed that they meet to find how to make a greater 
impact on the World energy challenges. To their surprise, they accepted the invitation, 
and dozens came from more than 9 countries to attend the conference. YES-Europe was 
born. We envision a sustainable tomorrow and strive to achieve it by connecting future 
energy leaders and enabling them to make an impact now and in the future.

About YES-Europe
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Why attend?

“
Hear it from a soon-to-be 3-time YES-Europe Annual Conference attendee:

I went to the very first conference (in Switzerland) because I wanted to learn 
more about the energy industry I studied. In our university, I was in the first 
batch on the new programme, there were no alumni before us, and I felt that 
there were not enough opportunities for us to exchange experience with other 
students or share some thoughts. So, the first conference for students and 
young professionals in energy field was exactly on-time. I had wonderful time 
at the conference: met plenty of people, learned a lot about new 
opportunities, and just freshened up my mind. 

Thus, i took part in the next one in Berlin - which was even bigger, but equally 
interesting, inspiring, with great speakers. Also, it is nice to know that the 
conference is made by people you already know well - your fellow students or 
friends, like you are all in one boat - and it’s great. So, I’m looking forward to 
the third conference in Madrid, I’m sure it will be lots of fun!

 Daria Uspenskaia
Junior Consultant (e-Mobility and Energy)

TaylorFlynn GmbH
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Connecting Future Energy 
Leaders Now
#YESMadrid2018
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Thursday, March 15, 2018

14:00-18:00 Registration & Meet and Greet

19:00-22:00 Networking Outing in Madrid (optional)

Friday, March 16, 2018

08:00-09:00 Registration & Networking Breakfast

09:00-09:15 A YES-Europe Welcome

09:15-10:30 B Welcome note
- José Luis Parra y Alfaro (UPM M&E School Director)

Keynote - The future of energy – what is the state of innovation in energy?
- Díego Díaz (Head of New Ventures & Technology Prospects, Iberdrola)

10:30-11:00 Coffee break

11:00-11:45 C Panel - Role of Data Analytics, IoT and AI in the energy industry
- Díego Díaz (Head of New Ventures & Technology Prospects, Iberdrola)
- Shubham Bansal (Data Scientist, Discovergy GmbH)
- Dr. Monika Bogdał (Piszcz i Partners Law Firm)

11:45-12:15 D Presentation - The prospects of the Oil and Gas Climate Initiative (OGCI)
- José Ignacio Botello Martínez (Energy and Climate Manager, Repsol)

12:15-13:30 Lunch - The space will be arranged by themes, such as energy source or 
discipline to facilitate new connections.

13:30-15:00 E Survey of the Energy Industry across Europe - presented by YES-Europe 
delegations - 5-minute pitch presentations summarizing the current state of 
their country in the  energy industry, followed by a country-themed networking 
session.

15:00-15.30 F Presentation - Innovation in Solar - Benefits & Challenges
- Prof. Vincente Salas Merino (Associate Professor & Director of PV 

systems unit at Universidad Carlos III de Madrid)        

15:30-17:30 G 1. Startup Ideation Bootcamp
Session dedicated to giving tools to 
current or aspiring entrepreneurs in 
launching and scaling their startups. 

2. Early Stage Researcher Workshop
Conversation about how to accelerate 
your research career while balancing 
teaching, publications, and other 
activities.

17:30-19:00 H Poster Session & Apero - Participants have a unique opportunity to showcase 
their work, let it be research or a personal project that they would like. Other 
participants walk around and engage in conversation, both learning and 
providing ideas. (Sign-up at registration)

19:00-22:00 Networking Outing to Madrid (optional)

A
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A
2018 YES-Europe Annual Conference

Driving Innovation across the Energy Industry #YESMadrid2018
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A Saturday, March 17, 2018

08:00-09:00 Registration & Networking Breakfast

09:00-09:30 J Keynote - World Energy Issues Monitor 2018 (Key trends in Energy innovation)
- Olalla del Río Barrio (Secretary General, World Energy Council - Spain)

09:30-10:00 K Presentation - Electro mobility – Current state and challenges
- Dr. Pablos Frias Marin 

10:00-10:30 L Presentation - Innovation in Grids- Smart grids for Smart cities
- Prof. Gregorio Lopez (Assistant Professor, UPM)

10:30-11:00 M Panel discussion - Electro-mobility - Local vs. regional policy integration?
- Laura Garcia Chiquero (Corporate Strategy and M&A, CEPSA)
- Dr. Pablos Frias Marin 
- Prof. Gregorio Lopez (Assistant Professor, UPM)

11:00-11:30 Coffee break

11:30-12:00 N YES-Europe Analytics Survey & Networks

12:00-12:30 O Presentation - "How empowered change agents are making impact towards     
a  sustainable energy world"

- Claudio Geyken (CommUnity Officer, InnoEnergy)

12:30-14:00 Lunch

14:00-15:00 Q Pitch Session
Have an idea? Research project? Startup? Energy program? … something else 
you want to pitch? Take the stage for 5 minutes.  (Sign-up at registration)

15:00-15:30 Coffee break

15:30-16:00  R Presentation - Scaling up energy innovation: from idea to a product
Case: Ocean energy for remote and distributed grids

- Oscar Villanueva and Iñigo Doria (Co-founders, Arrecife Systems)

16:00-18:00 S Business Simulation Game - Participants are given a challenge to solve in 
teams that involves negotiation and ideation to come up with the best 
solution.

18:30-19:00 T YES-Europe Closing Ceremony

19:00-22:00 Networking Outing in Madrid (optional)

2018 YES-Europe Annual Conference
Driving Innovation across the Energy Industry #YESMadrid2018
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The registration fee for YES-Europe members is 20€ with the member discount 
code,1 and for non-members it is 40€. 

The ticket includes networking breakfasts, meals and coffee breaks.

Keep in mind that registration is limited to 130 attendees, so be sure to get your 
ticket before they run out!

Registration

1 If you do not have the discount code and you are a member, email contact@yes-energy-europe.com 

Accommodation Recommendations

Going as a group from a university, city, or 
country? We recommend getting an 
AirBnB for your team - the prices will be 
20-40 € per person per night, and it will 
be a great bonding experience.

Otherwise we recommend looking into the 
following hostels: 

Safestay Madrid | Hostel Era | JMG Hostels

Greeting attendees at the 1st AC at EPFL 
in Lausanne, Switzerland 

https://www.yes-energy-europe.com/
http://www.yes-energy-europe.com
https://www.facebook.com/yes.energy.europe/
https://twitter.com/YES_Europe_Org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/11062384/
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https://www.safestay.com/madrid/es/
http://www.hostelera.es/
http://www.jmghostelsmadrid.com/
https://www.eventbrite.es/e/3rd-yes-energy-europe-annual-conference-driving-innovation-across-the-energy-industry-tickets-40796455296


We will update this agenda regularly before the conference:

• Share the event with your Facebook contacts

• Tweet about how excited you are to come using #YESMadrid2018

• Share your plans to attend the conference in LinkedIn

• Join our pre-conference discussions in our Facebook group

Stay up to date before #YESMadrid2018!

Connect with us
Like our page and join our 
+850 members group

Follow us and 
tweet us your ideas 
on energy

Follow our profile and 
let the energy pros 
know

Subscribe to our monthly  
newsletter and don’t miss 
our opportunities lists

Check our website 
and blog regularly
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